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Abstract
Developed over 15 years ago, the MaximumLikelihood–ProbabilisticData Association target tracking
algorithm has been demonstrated to be effective in tracking Very Low Observable (VLO) targets where
target signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) require very low detection processing thresholds to reliably give target
detections. However this algorithm has had limitations, which in many cases would preclude use in real-
time tracking applications. In this paper we describe three recent advances in the ML-PDA algorithm
which make it suitable for real-time tracking. First we look at two recently reported techniques for ﬁnding
the ML-PDA track estimate which improves computational efﬁciency by one order of magnitude. Next
we review a method for validating ML-PDA track estimates based on the Neyman-Pearson Lemma which
gives improved reliability in track validation over previous methods. As our main contribution, we extend
ML-PDA from a single-target tracker to a multi-target tracker and compare its performance to that of
the Probabilistic Multi-Hypothesis Tracker (PMHT).
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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of tracking Very Low Observable (VLO) targets in clutter has been an active area of
research for a number of years. The term VLO refers to targets with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
either because the target is stealthy or because of elevated background noise which masks the target. A
key difﬁculty lies in the relationship between target detection probability (Pd) and false alarm probability
(Pfa). In order to achieve a value of Pd sufﬁcient to reliably track, one must lower the detection threshold
which has the undesirable consequence of increasing Pfa. As one admits more false measurements
(clutter) conventional Kalman Filter based tracking algorithms, such as Multi-Hypothesis Trackers (MHT)
which explicitly form track hypotheses based on hard measurement-to-target associations, rapidly lose
efﬁciency and effectiveness. The number of hypotheses in MHT grow exponentially as the number of
measurements increases.
Therefore new techniques have been developed to track VLO targets. One major class consists of Track-
Before-Declare (TBD, also called Track-Before-Detect) techniques (see e.g., [8], [15], [27]). TBD refers
to the fact that these techniques simultaneously perform track estimation and track acceptance (validation
or detection) functions. These techniques share common traits. They typically use either unthresholded
sensor data or thresholded data with signiﬁcantly lower thresholds than used with conventional trackers,
thereby increasing the measurement data set by one or more orders of magnitude. They usually operate
on measurement data over several scans or frames in a batch algorithm to obtain a track estimate. Note
that single-frame Bayesian TBD techniques, including those based on Particle Filters, also exist, e.g.,
[22], [23].
As a consequence of the very low or no detection level thresholding, the computational complexity of
TBD algorithms is generally much higher than that of conventional (i.e., Kalman-ﬁlter based) trackers.
TBD algorithms are therefore better suited to those VLO problems where conventional trackers are unable
to initiate or sustain a track. Additionally, as the computational cost is already high, these trackers are
also better focused on problems in which contact density is relatively low (i.e., the number of interacting
contacts is limited). An example of such an application is in very long range sonar tracking.
One algorithm within this class is the Maximum Likelihood–Probabilistic Data Association (ML-
PDA) tracker. ML-PDA uses low-thresholded measurement data over a batch of measurement frames
and computes track estimates using a sliding window. It is a parameter estimation technique which
assumes deterministic target motion (no process noise). Originally developed in 1990 [14], it was later
enhanced by incorporating measurement amplitude as a feature into the ML-PDA likelihood function
[16]. It has been used to track sonar targets using bearings-only and bearing/frequency information [14],
[16] as well as tracking an aircraft in an optical data set (infra-red) [9]. More recently it has been used
on active sonar data sets, including multistatic tracking [5], [30].
Despite its ability to effectively track VLO targets, ML-PDA has suffered from some limitations.
As with most TBD algorithms, it has high computational complexity and as the clutter level increases
beyond a certain (problem-speciﬁc) point it can no longer perform real-time tracking without resorting
to parallel processing. Second, because ML-PDA always provides a track estimate, some form of track
validation must take place to determine if the estimate is the result of an actual target or from noise-due
measurements. The challenge for track validation lies in obtaining the appropriate statistical distributions
from which to perform the correct hypothesis test. And ﬁnally ML-PDA, in its original formulations,
is restricted to single-target tracking. In this paper we review recent advances that alleviate the ﬁrst
two limitations which brings context to the major contribution of this paper—extending ML-PDA to a
multitarget tracking algorithm.
First, we brieﬂy describe two recently reported techniques for obtaining the ML-PDA track estimate
which have been shown to be signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient than the previous method used. These techniques
are later used in the multitarget version of ML-PDA.
Second, we describe work recently reported on an ML-PDA track validation procedure based on
application of the Neyman-Pearson Lemma. We show using Extreme Value Theory that the statistics of
the LLR global maximum under the “no-target” hypothesis is more closely approximated by the Gumbel
distribution as opposed to the Gaussian distribution used by earlier researchers.
As our main contribution, we extend the ML-PDA algorithm to jointly estimate the parameters of
multiple targets in a Joint ML-PDA (JMLPDA) algorithm. By use of measurement validation gating
techniques, we incorporate ML-PDA and JMLPDA into a multitarget ML-PDA (MLPDA(MT)) tracking3
system. Comparisons are made between MLPDA(MT) and the Probabilistic Multi-Hypothesis Tracker
(PMHT). PMHT is a multitarget tracking algorithm which has good computational efﬁciency character-
istics [26], [30].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II deﬁnes the terminology and gives a
summary of the ML-PDA algorithm. Section III describes the computational efﬁciency improvements
in ML-PDA by use of the Genetic Search and the Directed Subspace Search techniques. Section IV
summarizes the ML-PDA track validation procedure. Section V derives the JMLPDA for multi-target
tracking. Section VI outlines the ML-PDA(MT) procedure to track multiple targets and presents the
comparison between MLPDA(MT) and PMHT in a 2-target scenario. Section VII summarizes.
II. ML-PDA PROBLEM FORMULATION
The ML-PDA algorithm was originally developed for use in passive narrowband target motion analysis
for LO targets [14] and was later extended to incorporate amplitude information to handle VLO targets
[16]. In the window-based ML-PDA algorithm, designed for use in real-time applications, a subset of
the Nw most recent data frames is used to compute the track estimate. When a new frame of data is
received, the ML-PDA algorithm is repeated after adding the new frame and deleting one or more of
the oldest frames from the data set, in effect creating a variable sliding window for track detection and
update.
A. ML-PDA Derivation
A detailed derivation of the ML-PDA algorithm incorporating amplitude information in a 2D mea-
surement space can be found in [16]. A summary of the ML-PDA algorithm incorporating amplitude
information is presented in this section, generalized to arbitrary sized measurement and parameter spaces.
The ML-PDA algorithm uses the following assumptions:
1) A single target is present in each data frame with a given detection probability (Pd) and detections
are independent across frames.
2) At most one measurement per frame corresponds to the target.
3) The target operates according to deterministic kinematics (i.e., no process noise).
4) False detections are distributed uniformly in the search volume (U).
5) The number of false detections is Poisson distributed according to probability mass function µf(m),
with parameter λ (spatial density), a function of the detector Pfa in a resolution cell, independent
across frames.
6) The amplitudes of target originated and false detections are distributed according to pdf p1(a) and
p0(a), respectively. The target SNR, which affects p1(a), is either known or estimated in real time.
7) Target originated measurements are corrupted with additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise.
8) Measurements obtained at different times are, conditioned on the target state, independent.
The target parameter, xr, consists of the target kinematic state at a given reference time and is related
to the target state at any time using the (possibly non-linear) relation
x(i)=F(xr,i) (1)
The measurement set is given by
(Z,a)={(Zi,ai)} = {(zij,a ij)} (2)
i =1 ,2,...,N w frame number
j =1 ,2,...,m i measurement number
where zij consists of the kinematic measurement and aij the measurement amplitude1. Amplitude refers
to the envelope output of the detector in a single resolution cell [18], [28]. Measurements with a single
subscript refer to all measurements in a single data frame. Measurements with two subscripts identify a
speciﬁc measurement.
There are some cases where assumption (2) above breaks down and the target may appear in more
than one measurement cell in a single frame of data. This may occur in an active sonar or radar sensor
1Any other feature with a probabilistic model can also be used.4
when the target extent exceeds one resolution cell, or for either passive or active sensors when the target
signal strength is high enough such that detectable energy above the detector threshold is received in
adjacent cells or beams. In such cases, one can use redundancy elimination logic [3] such as centroiding
detections to eliminate or consolidate the multiple target-originated measurements. Such logic however
may have the undesirable effect in a multiple interacting target scenario of masking the weaker target
when its detections are adjacent to a stronger target—the detections would be combined into a single
centroided detection.
A measurement, assuming it is target originated, is related to the parameter xr using the (possibly
non-linear) relation
z = H(xr,xs(i),i)+wi (3)
where wi is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise with known covariance matrix R. The sensor kinematic
state, xs(i), is included to account for (known) sensor motion. From this we obtain for a target originated
measurement
p(zij|xr)=N(zij;H(xr,xs(i),i),R) (4)
The maximum likelihood approach ﬁnds the target parameter that maximizes the likelihood function,
p(Z,a|xr). When incorporating amplitude into the likelihood function, it is convenient to deﬁne an
amplitude likelihood ratio as
ρij =
p1(aij|τ)
p0(aij|τ)
(5)
where τ is the detector threshold (in each resolution cell) and the conditioning is on the amplitude
exceeding the threshold, aij >τ. For many applications (including those used in this paper), the Rayleigh
distribution is used which corresponds to a Swerling-I target ﬂuctuation model.
From these assumptions and deﬁnitions, the likelihood function becomes
p(Z,a|xr)=
Nw Y
i=1
p(Zi,ai|xr)
=
Nw Y
i=1
￿
(1− Pd)
mi Y
j=1
p(zij,a ij|“clutter”)+
Pd
mi
mi X
j=1
p(zij,a ij|xr)
Y
l6=j
p(zil,a il|“clutter”)
￿
=
Nw Y
i=1
￿
1 − Pd
Umi µf(mi)
mi Y
j=1
p0(aij|τ)+
Pdµf(mi − 1)
Umi−1mi
mi Y
j=1
p0(aij|τ)
mi X
j=1
p(zij|xr)ρij
￿
(6)
The above equation represents the weighted sum of all the likelihoods of associating a speciﬁc measure-
ment (or no measurement) to the target with all other measurements false detections. This is obtained
using the total probability theorem and is the essence of the PDA approach [1].
Dividing (6) by the likelihood function given that all measurements are false detections, namely
Nw Y
i=1
￿
1
Umi µf(mi)
mi Y
j=1
p0(aij|τ)
￿
(7)
and taking the logarithm of the resulting function, a more compact form (the log likelihood ratio —
LLR) is obtained and is given by
Λ(Z,a|xr)=
Nw X
i=1
ln
￿
(1 − Pd)+
Pd
λ
mi X
j=1
ρijp(zij|xr)
￿
(8)
The ML-PDA track estimate, ˆ x(k), is given by the LLR global maximum in the parameter space,
ˆ x(t) = argmax
xr
Λ(Z,a|xr) (9)
where t is the reference time corresponding to the target parameter xr.
The reference time for parameter xr can be selected arbitrarily. Referencing the parameter to the middle
of the ML-PDA batch yields a track estimate which minimizes track errors, but which also induces a
time latency in the track estimate. Referencing the parameter to the end of the ML-PDA batch (i.e., the
most recent time) yields larger estimation errors, but without the time latency.
As with any tracking algorithm, in order for a track estimate to have a ﬁnite covariance matrix the
system must have the property of observability, see e.g., [19].5
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Fig. 1. Representative LLR surface at a velocity maximizing the center peak. This ﬁgure is repeated from [6]
III. ML-PDA EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
Because the ML-PDA algorithm is essentially a maximum likelihood method, the track estimate is the
parameter value which maximizes the ML-PDA LLR. The LLR is a highly non-convex function which
contains many (from several hundred to over a thousand) local maxima. Additionally the LLR surface
contains large regions where the LLR is near its minimum value and a near-zero gradient. Figure 1
illustrates the complexity of the LLR surface by showing a small representative region of the parameter
space over position with velocity ﬁxed, for a 4-dimensional parameter (two position dimensions, two
velocity dimensions). The measurement space consists of range, bearing, and range rate simulating an
active sonar problem.
Three methods to compute the LLR global maximum have been reported in the literature. Prior
researchers used a Multi-Pass Grid (MPG) search to ﬁnd the LLR global maximum [14], [16]. The
Genetic Search (GS) and Directed Subspace Search (DSS) have been shown to perform better than the
MPG in terms of reduced computational complexity (averaging an order of magnitude) and increased
ability to distinguish the LLR global maximum (3dB improved performance) [6]. As these two methods
are used in later simulations, they are summarized below.
A. Genetic Search
The GS is a stochastic search technique which is motivated from evolutionary biology and “survival of
the ﬁttest”. While this technique has seen little use in the tracking community, it has been used effectively
to solve many complex optimization problems.
More fully described in [12], the Genetic Search mimics biological evolution in that the ML-PDA
parameter (described by a binary bit string) is analogous to biological DNA. Starting with a (random-
ized) population of parameter values, each population member is assigned a ﬁtness value based on the
LLR evaluated at each population member’s parameter. Population members, the parents of the current
generation, are selected for reproduction based on their ﬁtness value. The “ﬁtter” population members
(those with higher LLR values) are more likely to reproduce with the best members reproducing multiple
times (i.e, bearing more children).
Population members selected for reproduction are randomly paired with other population members
selected for reproduction. With a given probability, the two parents will produce two children which each
share characteristics (pieces of the parameter bit string) of each parent; otherwise the children will be
clones of the parents. Parents selected to reproduce multiple times will be paired with different mates.
The children then become the parents of the next generation. As this process is propagated over
generations, the population becomes more ﬁt and will eventually converge to a single parameter which
is then taken as the LLR global maximum.6
TABLE I
DIRECTED SUBSPACESEARCH ALGORITHM
Step Action
1 Set grid density for free parameter(s)
2 Map one measurement to parameter space
3 Using the measurement, compute LLR values over grid of free parameter(s)
4 Repeat steps 2, 3 for all measurements in data set
5 Pass best result to local optimization routine
The GS implemented in this paper2 is an “off the shelf” implementation using the techniques from
[12]. While there are few theoretical results which guarantee the convergence of the GS to the global
maximum of an arbitrary function, by tuning our algorithm for both speed of execution as well as
effectiveness at ﬁnding the global maximum of the ML-PDA LLR, results, described more fully in [6],
show improvement in both speed of execution as well as effectiveness compared to the MPG search.
B. Directed Subspace Search
The second method for maximizing the ML-PDA LLR is a recently developed technique called the
Directed Subspace Search. The DSS is motivated from the desire to use information from measurement
data to help guide the search for the LLR global maximum. Grid searches and GSs are general opti-
mization tools that do not take advantage of the structure of the objective function to guide the search
process. By using the structure of the objective function to identify areas in the parameter space that are
more likely to contain local or global maxima, a more efﬁcient search is possible. Considering that in
the active sonar application presented here about 70% of the LLR surface is at the ﬂoor value (meaning PNw
i=1 log(1− Pd) in (8)), bypassing these areas becomes desirable.
First we observe that in many tracking applications the measurement space is a subspace of the
parameter space. In the 3D measurement space described in this section (bearing, range, range rate), one
can map (bearing, range) to the Cartesian parameter positions. Range rate is equivalent to radial velocity
(referenced to the sensor), leaving tangential velocity as a “free” parameter.
Next we observe that LLR maxima can only result from the aggregation of one or more measurements
in the Nw-frame data set that closely ﬁt a parameter xr. In regions of the parameter space where no
measurements inﬂuence the LLR (i.e., where p(zij|xr) ≈ 0 ∀i,j from (8)), the LLR will be at the ﬂoor
value. In regions of the parameter space where only a single measurement inﬂuences the LLR, the LLR
will be at a local maximum. That is for the bearing, range, range rate measurement, the LLR will be at
a constant (local maximum) value for all values of tangential velocity. In areas of the parameter space
where two or more measurements inﬂuence the LLR, each measurement (bearing, range, range rate) will
lie in the vicinity of the local maximum produced by the measurements.
Therefore by mapping measurements to the parameter space and searching only those regions of
parameter space where measurements exist and can contribute to an increase in the LLR, one narrows
down the parameter space of interest and bypasses those regions where it is known (from the lack of
supporting measurements) that the LLR is near the ﬂoor value. This effect produces the ﬁrst advantage
of the DSS search over the MPG search or the GS — a reduced search volume containing a subset of
the full parameter space and consequently improved computational efﬁciency.
The DSS search algorithm, outlined in Table I, is designed to search this reduced parameter space. In
the DSS search, we take each measurement in the Nw-frame data set, map it to parameter space, and
compute the LLR. Since this mapping leaves one or more free parameters which can take on any value
for a given measurement, the LLR is computed over a set of values deﬁned by the measurement and
a grid of values of the free parameter(s). For example, using a measurement space of bearing, range,
range rate, one computes the LLR at the bearing, range, range rate given by the measurement over a
grid of tangential velocities. This process is repeated for every measurement in the measurement set.
Fig. 2 illustrates the DSS search. Three measurements are shown plotted in position subspace along with
their corresponding radial velocity vectors. The grid of tangential velocity points is overlaid on each
measurement. The LLR is evaluated at each tangential velocity and for each measurement.
2A more detailed description of the speciﬁc GS algorithm used can be found in [6].7
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Fig. 2. Three measurements (position, radial velocity) overlaid with their respective DSS search grid points of tangential
velocity. Vectors represent velocities. Sensor is at origin.
Once the LLR is computed over the set of grid points of the free parameter(s) for each measurement
in the Nw-frame data set, the parameter that gives the maximum LLR value is taken and used to initialize
a local optimization algorithm (we use the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell algorithm [21]). The reason a local
optimization algorithm is needed is that while the DSS grid search will return the local maximum from
any single-measurement maximum, it will only return parameter values in the vicinity of local maxima
caused by two or more measurements, not the maximum itself. The ﬁnal, converged parameter from the
local optimization algorithm is the DSS estimate of the LLR global maximum.
IV. ML-PDA TRACK VALIDATION
Since the ML-PDA track estimate is the location of the ML-PDA LLR global maximum in the parameter
space, ML-PDA will always return a track estimate even when a target is not present. Therefore a reliable
means of validating the track estimate as target-originated is required. This becomes a hypothesis testing
problem — given the value of the LLR global maximum, is this value more consistent with a “target
present” (H1) or a “target absent” (H0) hypothesis?
According to the Neyman–Pearson Lemma [17], the most powerful test of H0 versus H1 is given by
comparing the likelihood ratio (or log likelihood ratio) to a threshold. If a valid track estimate exists,
then by using ML principles, it is given by the location of the LLR global maximum. Therefore the test
becomes one of determining if the LLR global maximum is more likely to have been formed from only
noise-originated measurements (H0) or target- plus noise-originated measurements (H1). The threshold
for this test is selected to maximize the power of the test, PDT (true track detection probability), at a
given size or level of signiﬁcance, PFT (false track acceptance probability). Thus the threshold value, γ,
is chosen based on the statistics of the global LLR maximum under H0,
γ = F−1
w (1− PFT) (10)
where Fw(w) is the cumulative distribution function of the LLR global maximum. If Fw(w) is known
exactly, this hypothesis test becomes the optimal test as it obeys all conditions required by the Neyman–
Pearson Lemma. However since we do not a priori know this distribution, optimality of this test is not
guaranteed.
A. The LLR global maximum under H0
Previous researchers assumed that the distribution of the LLR global maximum under H0 was Gaussian
based on the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [14], [16]. More recently using Extreme Value Theory the
Gumbel distribution has been shown to be both a better theoretical model and a closer match to the8
empirical distribution obtained from Monte Carlo simulations [7]. The theoretical analysis is summarized
next.
The LLR global maximum can be viewed as the maximum from the set of all LLR local maxima.
Deﬁne the random variable y with cumulative distribution function (cdf) Fy(y) to be the value of an LLR
local maximum and the random variable w with cdf Fw(w) to be the value of the LLR global maximum.
Then using the formula for the distribution of the maximum order statistic from a set of M LLR local
maxima (samples) [20],
Fw(w)=[ Fy(w)]M (11)
Implicit is the assumption that the LLR local maxima are i.i.d. The independence assumption is not
strictly valid in that LLR local maxima which share measurements will be correlated to some extent.
However, it can be considered a good approximation because the maxima are generally well separated
in the parameter space (see Fig. 1) and noise-related maxima will principally result from groupings of a
small number (one or two) of measurements. The small number of measurements contributing to an LLR
maximum limits the correlation between maxima for a given measurement data set. These assumptions
remain valid over a wide range of problem formulations and typical values of Pfa.
Further one can consider the pdf of the LLR local maximum to be a mixture distribution. Let the
random variable y represent the value of an LLR local maximum with pdf fy(y). Each component of
the mixture is distributed according to fi
y(y) with the superscript indicating the number of measurements
that associate to form the LLR local maximum. The probability of an LLR local maximum consisting of
i associated measurements is denoted pi. Theoretically i can take on values from 1 to the total number
of measurements in the data set. The distribution fy(y) can therefore be expressed by
fy(y)=
X
i
pifi
y(y) (12)
Absent conditioning on the number of measurements associated with an LLR local maxima, the LLR local
maxima can be considered to be identically distributed according to the mixture distribution described
in (12).
EVT describes the asymptotic (large sample size) behavior of the largest value from an i.i.d. sample
of size M from a distribution with a cdf Fy(y), and is well developed in the statistical literature [10],
[13]. Let
w = max{y1,y 2,...,y M} (13)
EVT states that if a limiting cdf of w exists as M →∞ , then that distribution must belong to one of
three forms (Gumbel, Weibull, or Frechet). The distribution appropriate to a speciﬁc application is based
on the support of the underlying distribution of Fy(y). The Gumbel cdf is the appropriate distribution
in our application because the support of the distribution of the LLR local maximum is restricted to
0 <y<∞, and is of the form
Fw(w) = exp{−exp[−an(w − un)]} (14)
where an and un are the scale and location parameters for the distribution and which depend on the
number of samples used in (13).
The level of accuracy to which the Gumbel distribution approximates the distribution of the LLR global
maximum is affected by two important issues:
1) There is no guarantee that an asymptotic distribution exists for the given fy(y). Speciﬁcally the
structure of fy(y) as a mixture distribution described by (12) may preclude the existence of an
asymptotic distribution.
2) While the number of LLR local maxima is large Fw(w) may not have reached its asymptotic
distribution. It has been noted for example that while the maximum from samples of an exponential
distribution attains the asymptotic distribution with a relatively small number of samples (fast con-
vergence), for a Gaussian distribution a much larger sample size is required to attain the asymptotic
distribution (slow convergence) [13].9
B. Methods to Estimate Fw(w)
Two methods were used in [7] to estimate the Gumbel distribution parameters, and to thereby estimate
the distribution of the LLR global maximum—an off-line method and a real-time method. In the off-line
method, used in the simulations described later, the tracking problem is repeatedly simulated under H0
to obtain a set of LLR global maxima. Then maximum likelihood techniques [13] are used to estimate
the Gumbel parameters.
This method has the advantage of yielding an optimal (in the ML sense) estimate of the Gumbel
distribution parameters, although as has been previously stated the Gumbel distribution is only an
approximation to the true distribution of Fw(w). This approach may be impractical due to the extensive
off-line simulations required. For a general-purpose tracking system using this methodology, separate sets
of Gumbel distribution parameters must be estimated for the full range of possible Pfa, target SNR, and
Nw as well as for variations in the boundaries and volumes of the measurement and parameter spaces
since each of these factors affect either the number of local LLR maxima or the distribution fy(y) or
both. If the system were designed for a single special purpose use this method may be advantageous.
V. JOINT ML-PDA
In this section we derive the multitarget version of ML-PDA, called Joint ML-PDA (JMLPDA).
The derivation of the JMLPDA algorithm is similar to that of ML-PDA. In this section, the JMLPDA
formulation for obtaining the joint track estimate of K =2targets is presented. JMLPDA can be further
extended to jointly estimate any number of targets by extending the JLLR framework in this section to
K targets.
A. JMLPDA Derivation
The assumptions from Section II used in ML-PDA are also used in JMLPDA and are supplemented
by the following additional assumptions:
1) K previously conﬁrmed targets exist.
2) At most one measurement per frame corresponds to each target.
3) A measurement cannot be associated to more than one target.
4) Measurements originating from different targets are independent.
5) Target originated measurement errors have the same distribution for each target (i.e., are a function
of the sensor, not the target).
The parameter to be estimated is the kinematic state of all targets at a given reference time
xr =
h
x1T
r ... xKT
r
iT
(15)
where xk
r is the kinematic state of the kth target whose target motion model is described by
xk(i)=Fk(xk
r,i) (16)
The measurement set is given by
(Z,a)={(Zi,ai)} = {(zij,a ij)} (17)
i =1 ,2,...,N w frame number
j =1 ,2,...,m i measurement number
where zij consists of the kinematic measurement and aij the measurement amplitude. Amplitude refers
to the envelope output of the detector in a single resolution cell [18], [28]. Measurements with a single
subscript refer to all measurements in a single data frame. Measurements with two subscripts identify a
speciﬁc measurement.
Because the SNR of each target can be different, the measurement amplitude likelihood ratio must be
deﬁned for each target. The amplitude likelihood ratio for the kth target is now given by
ρk
ij =
p1(aij|τ,Hk)
p0(aij|τ)
(18)
where τ is the detector threshold (in each resolution cell) and the pdf is conditioned on the amplitude
exceeding τ and that the measurement originates from the kth target (hypothesis Hk).10
A measurement, assuming it is target originated, is related to the kth target xk
r using the (possibly
non-linear) relation
z = Hk(xk
r,xs(i),i)+wi (19)
where wi is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise with covariance matrix R and xs(i) is the sensor kinematic
state such that for a target originated measurement
p(zij|xk
r)=N(zij;Hk(xk
r,xs(i),i),R) (20)
In the case where K =2targets the joint likelihood function, p(Zi,ai|xr), for a single frame of data
is formed as the weighted sum of four terms corresponding to the four possible target detection events.
Let
L0
i = p(Zi,ai|xr,no target detections) (21)
L1
i = p(Zi,ai|xr,only target 1 detected) (22)
L2
i = p(Zi,ai|xr,only target 2 detected) (23)
L12
i = p(Zi,ai|xr,both targets detected) (24)
Then p(Zi,ai|xr) is given by
p(Zi,ai|xr)=( 1 − P1
d)(1− P2
d)L0
i + P1
d(1− P2
d)L1
i +( 1− P1
d)P2
dL2
i + P1
dP2
dL12
i (25)
where Pk
d is the single frame detection probability of the kth target.
The individual terms, Lk
i, are formed by associating a speciﬁc measurement to each detected target
with all other measurements considered as false detections and are given by
L0
i =
µf(mi)
Umi
mi Y
j=1
p0(aij|τ) (26)
L1
i =
µf(mi − 1)
Umi−1mi
mi Y
j=1
p0(aij|τ)
mi X
j=1
p(zij|x1
r)ρ1
ij (27)
L2
i =
µf(mi − 1)
Umi−1mi
mi Y
j=1
p0(aij|τ)
mi X
j=1
p(zij|x2
r)ρ2
ij (28)
L12
i =
µf(mi − 2)
Umi−2mi(m1 − 1)
mi Y
j=1
p0(aij|τ)
mi X
j=1
mi X
l=1
l6=j
p(zij|x1
r)p(zil|x2
r)ρ1
ijρ2
il (29)
The joint likelihood function considering all Nw frames of data is the product of the single frame joint
likelihood functions,
p(Z,a|xr)=
Nw Y
i=1
p(Zi,ai|xr) (30)
The joint log likelihood ratio (JLLR) is obtained by dividing (30) by the likelihood that all measurements
are noise originated,
QNw
i=1(1 − P1
d)(1− P2
d)L0
i, and taking the logarithm of the result yielding
Λ(Z,a|xr)=
Nw X
i=1
ln
￿
1+
P1
d
λ(1− P1
d)
mi X
j=1
p(zij|x1
r)ρ1
ij +
P2
d
λ(1− P2
d)
mi X
j=1
p(zij|x2
r)ρ2
ij
+
P1
dP2
d
λ2(1− P1
d)(1− P2
d)
mi X
j=1
mi X
l=1
l6=j
p(zij|x1
r)p(zil|x2
r)ρ1
ijρ2
il
￿
(31)
The global maximum of the JLLR deﬁnes the parameter estimate, ˆ xr, and gives the track estimate of
the two targets. A separate test must be performed to determine if the track estimates are the result of
noise or target originated measurements (a test for target existence).
The extension of JMLPDA to an arbitrary number of targets is straightforward in that one must extend
(25) to become the weighted sum of all possible target detection events for the given number of targets.
The number of terms in this function however increases exponentially with the number of targets, K,
according to 2K. An additional consideration is that one is maximizing the JLLR over 4K dimensions11
TABLE II
JMLPDA TRACK VALIDATIONPROCEDURE
Step Action
1 Find global JLLR maximum
2 Identify measurement-to-target associations for all targets
3 Select a target
4 Edit out measurements (using the complete measurement set) associated with all other targets
5 Compute single-target LLR at selected target’s parameter estimate
6 Validate estimate using the off-line track validation threshold
7 Repeat steps 3–6 for all targets
(assuming 4-dimensional state vector for each target). The computational cost of maximizing this function
therefore grows with the number of targets. Some level of separation of the 4K dimensional problem
could be exploited in that for a given frame of data in the batch, not all targets may be interacting
with each other. This would lead to a reduced computational complexity ranging from that of K four-
dimensional problems to one 4K-dimensional problem depending upon the level of separation achieved.
Based on these considerations, application of JMLPDA to more than 3 targets may not be practical. In
this paper we consider only the 2-target JMLPDA case.
The JMLPDA algorithm also assumes that the number of targets is known. In the context of a multi-
target application, this knowledge comes from the prior target state estimates. The presence of a new
(previously undetected) or spawned target in the measurement set will cause JMLPDA to behave in an
unpredictable way but will generally not give accurate track estimates. If the number of targets is fewer
than that assumed in JMLPDA (i.e., a target death event occurs), the target validation procedure will
correctly not validate the track estimate for the non-existent target(s).
B. JMLPDA Track Validation
A procedure for JMLPDA track validation along the same lines as ML-PDA track validation appears
feasible. However, the computational complexity associated with JMLPDA track estimates could make
implementation difﬁcult. Further, one must account for all possible combinations of track validation
results for each target (e.g, target 1 valid/target 2 invalid). Therefore for simplicity, we apply directly the
ML-PDA track validation technique to the JMLPDA track estimates using an adjusted measurement data
set described next.
The procedure for obtaining JMLPDA track estimates is summarized in Table II. To perform track
validation, one ﬁrst obtains the joint track estimates for each target using the JMLPDA algorithm. Then
based on the track estimates at each frame in the batch, one obtains the posterior likelihood that each
measurement in the data set is associated with each target, similar to the PDA approach [1]. From these
association probabilities, the measurement with the highest association probability is associated with
each target. If multiple targets share the same “most likely” measurement, the measurement is associated
to the target with the largest association probability between the two targets (a greedy approach) and
the remaining targets associate with their next most likely measurement. As the posterior association
probabilities account for the possibility of associating none of the measurements to a target, a measurement
is associated to a target only if the posterior association probability for that measurement exceeds the
posterior probability of associating none of the measurements to the target.
Once these hard measurement-to-target associations are made, to validate the track estimate for a single
target the measurement data set is modiﬁed by editing out those measurements that are associated to all
other targets. Then the LLR is computed at the track estimate of the target under test using the ML-PDA
LLR of (8) and compared to the ML-PDA track validation threshold. The ML-PDA track validation
threshold is obtained using the procedure outlined in Section IV. Thus the JMLPDA track validation
problem is reformulated into an ML-PDA track validation problem.
VI. MULTITARGET ML-PDA
Multitarget ML-PDA is a tracking system which incorporates all phases of the tracking problem —
track initiation, track maintenance/update and track termination functions and uses the ML-PDA and
JMLPDA algorithms for track update. Fig. 3 shows a ﬂowchart of the actions taken by the tracking12
Fig. 3. Flowchart for one iteration of the MLPDA(MT) tracking system.
system upon receipt of a new frame of data. The following subsections describe in more detail how the
measurement gating is carried out, the track validation for ML-PDA and JMLPDA track estimates, the
formation of the residual measurement set, and the track termination criteria.
A. Measurement Gating
Measurement gating, or using a subset of the full measurement set to obtain a track estimate for a
single target, is a well known technique in multi-target tracking (see e.g., [1], [4]). Since the JMLPDA
algorithm is computationally more complex than the ML-PDA algorithm (particularly when the joint
estimates of more than two targets is being performed), use of measurement gating becomes vital. The
advantage lies in using JMLPDA only for those cases where targets share gated measurements. Further,
by reducing the size of the measurement set computation time for the ML-PDA algorithm is reduced as13
well.
In this application a measurement gate is set up based on the prior track estimate and its associated
covariance using the Mahalanobis distance whereby measurements are included which satisfy the relation
(zij −ˆz i)TS−1
i (zij −ˆz i) ≤ γ (32)
where ˆz i is the predicted measurement at frame i of the current batch based on the last validated track
estimate from the ML-PDA or JMLPDA algorithm. Track estimates are propagated forward in time as
necessary according to the constant velocity model. The Si term is the innovation covariance at frame i
and is given by
Si = HPiHT + R (33)
where Pi is the covariance of the track estimate on the ith frame of the current batch based on the last
validated track estimate and H is the measurement matrix where z = Hx, assuming a linear measurement
model. The limiting threshold γ is set based on a desired probability of containing the target-originated
measurement within the gate volume (PG).
B. Track Validation
Because ML-PDA and JMLPDA will always return a track estimate (the global maximum of the LLR
or JLLR), one must test the track estimate for validity. The ML-PDA track validation procedures are
described in Section IV. JMLPDA track validation procedures are described in Section V-B.
C. Residual Measurement Set
Once track estimates are obtained for all targets currently in track, a search for new targets must take
place. JMLPDA is unsuitable for this task since it requires knowledge of the number of new targets.
Therefore ML-PDA is used.
In order to eliminate the effects of known targets on the ML-PDA LLR, one must account for
those measurements that can be associated with known targets. To do this, one associates at most one
measurement in each data frame to each target using the same PDA approach described in Section V-B
for track validation. The residual data set is then the original data set with those measurements associated
to known targets edited out.
Using the residual data set the ML-PDA algorithm is applied and the resulting track estimate validated.
If a new target is validated, its associated measurements are also edited out to form a new residual data
set and the process repeated until the ML-PDA algorithm returns a track estimate that fails the validation
test. This technique assumes that new targets are well separated in that target-originated measurements
from one new target does not affect the LLR at the track estimate for any other new target.
D. Track Termination
If taken in isolation, the failure of ML-PDA to validate a track estimate is sufﬁcient to declare there
is no track present. However this does not account for any prior knowledge that a track had previously
existed based on measurement data outside of the window of the current ML-PDA batch. When tracking
VLO contacts, in order to limit the false track acceptance rate, the true target acceptance rate (based
on the track validation threshold value) can be relatively low (in the 50-70% region) even when target
detections are present in the batch. Therefore in the MLPDA(MT), we have elected to incorporate an
additional higher level track termination test beyond the ML-PDA track validation.
Existing targets are tested for termination using a M/N rule. A track is terminated if fewer than M
validated track estimates were obtained from the most recent N applications of MLPDA(MT) on that
target. Based on the operating characteristic of the ML-PDA algorithm, one can obtain the probability
of detecting a true track (PDT) using ML-PDA. Then for given values of M and N, one can obtain the
track termination statistics (probability of correctly terminating a track that is lost and the probability
of incorrectly terminating a track that is still held). In making this calculation, one must also account
for the fact that PDT relates to independent track estimates. When using a sliding window ML-PDA
implementation in which a new track estimate is obtained from the most recent Nw frames of data, track
estimates separated by fewer than Nw frames are correlated in that they use common data frame(s).14
TABLE III
SCENARIO PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Initial x
1
r (in m and m/s) [ 2000 2000 5 5]
T
Initial x
2
r (in m and m/s) [ 2000 10000 -5 5]
T
Target Pd 0.7 / 0.9
Target SNR 5–15dB
False Alarm Density (λ) 4–20 x10
−7
False Alarm Rate (Pfa) 0.05–0.25
Avg. Number of False Alarms (Surveillance Region) 57–285
Avg. Number of False Alarms (Validation Gate) 0.33–1.64
Batch Size (Nw) 7 frames
R diag[101
2 101
2 ] m
2
Sample Period (T) 20 sec
Scenario Duration 80 frames
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Fig. 4. Simulation scenario showing target trajectories and a representative frame of noise measurements, Pfa = .15.
E. ML-PDA(MT) Performance
A 2-target crossing scenario was developed to test the performance of the MLPDA(MT) tracking
system. The surveillance region consists of a 12km by 12km square region (the origin is located at
the southwest corner) in which two targets are placed. Target 1 is initially located near the southwest
corner of the region moving northeast and target 2 is initially located near the northwest corner of the
region moving southeast. Target motion is constant velocity in an x-y plane. Measurements consist of
x-y position. The parameters for this scenario are listed in Table III. Figure 4 shows the target trajectories
and a representative single frame of clutter over the surveillance region.
The simulations are intended to test the ability of the MLPDA(MT) algorithm to maintain track when
multiple targets are present in the surveillance region. The ability of the MLPDA(MT) to initiate new
tracks and delete lost tracks will be explored in future work. Monte Carlo simulations were performed
over a range of Pd and Pfa values, with 100 simulations conducted at each operating point. To establish a
performance comparison, each simulation was run using the MLPDA(MT) algorithm and the Probabilistic
Multiple Hypothesis Tracker (PMHT) algorithm [24], [25], [26].
PMHT is a capable multiple target tracking algorithm that uses data in a batch of Nw frames and
computes the joint track estimates at each frame of data using the Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm [11] which returns the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. The EM algorithm is a general
estimation technique for incomplete or missing data problems and is guaranteed to converge to at least
a local maximum of the objective function. For PMHT the missing data are the speciﬁc measurement-
to-target associations. The speciﬁc version of PMHT used in the simulations is the Homothetic PMHT15
[29].
In our implementation the PMHT uses a Continuous White Noise Acceleration (CWNA) target motion
model [2] with the process noise spectral density set at values of 0.0125 and 0.05m2/s3. The process
noise spectral density was set so that the tracker could accommodate small target velocity changes on
the order of 0.5 and 1.0m/s over a sample interval.
As we are comparing two distinctly different trackers, it is worthwhile to highlight some of the key
distinctions or advantages one tracker inherently has over the other and which make direct comparisons
more difﬁcult:
1) The simulations do not test the track initiation ability of each tracker. This is a key advantage to ML-
PDA in that it simultaneously performs track initiation and track update functions. PMHT requires
a separate track initiation module. In a heavy clutter environment such as the ones examined in
this paper, track initiation becomes problematic for MHT-based track initiation modules (including
PMHT) due to the explosion of hypotheses resulting in the testing of tentative (unconﬁrmed) tracks
which are mostly clutter.
2) Since PMHT computes the MAP estimate (a Bayesian tracker), it incorporates prior information on
the target state into the current track estimate. Being a maximum likelihood tracker, ML-PDA and
JMLPDA do not take advantage of any prior information in computing the current track estimate.
Consequently, for the same batch length (Nw) for each tracker, one would expect PMHT to provide
more accurate track estimates than ML-PDA/JMLPDA.
3) PMHT gets the best state estimate, ˆ x, at frame Nw subject to its assumptions. Due to ML-PDA/JMLPDA
assumptions, it ﬁts the best constant velocity solution to the entire batch. Consequently ML-PDA/JMLPDA
position errors for the target are smallest in the middle of the batch and largest at frame Nw.
4) Because it incorporates process noise into its target motion model, PMHT should perform better in
situations where the target is maneuvering. ML-PDA has a reduced capability to track maneuvering
targets because its target motion model is deterministic. Since the true target motion is constant-
velocity, one would expect (examining this factor in isolation) ML-PDA to have reduced RMS
tracking errors and possibly a longer mean track life.
Examining these factors in advance of the simulations, it is unclear which tracker is expected to perform
better—ML-PDA or PMHT. Factors 2) and 3) above give PMHT an advantage. Factor 4) gives ML-PDA
an advantage. Factor 1) was not exercised in the simulations.
These simulations analyze the ability of the MLPDA(MT) and PMHT tracking systems to maintain
track on the targets as they cross. In addition to monitoring tracking errors over time, statistics on the
track life (time until the track diverges from the target) are evaluated for each tracker. Each tracker
was provided with randomized initial target states with accuracy similar to that of the steady state
tracker errors. The initial covariance provided to the PMHT was artiﬁcially large (making the initial
track estimate uninformative). However once PMHT processed its ﬁrst set of data, it used its own track
estimate covariance for subsequent batches thereby including the effects of an informative prior for
PMHT.
MLPDA(MT) does not use prior information except to establish a measurement validation gate.
However MLPDA(MT) does have the ability to accept or reject track estimates based on track validation
criteria. In the case where the MLPDA(MT) track estimate is not validated, the current track estimate and
covariance reported by the algorithm is the previous track estimate and covariance propagated forward
in time by applying the motion model equations.
The simulations yield the performance of the PMHT and MLPDA(MT) algorithms in terms of their
ability to keep track of the targets without track divergence. A track estimate was considered to have
diverged from the target if the combined RMS position errors exceeded 800m, equating to a position
error in each dimension exceeding 4 standard deviations. Additional statistics are provided to illustrate
RMS errors over the course of the scenario.
Figure 5 shows the percent of simulations where a target remained in track for the full 80 frames of
the scenario for a variety of Pd and SNR values for each tracker. Since the in track percentage for each
target and a given tracker was approximately the same, the results for the two targets are combined such
that the in track percentage is determined over 200 opportunities (100 simulations and 2 targets).
Figures 6 through 8 present results for the Pd =0 .9 and Pfa =0 .1 set of simulations plotted as
a function of time so that performance of each tracker can be observed. Fig. 6 shows the percent of16
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Fig. 6. Percent of simulations each tracker is in track of each target.
simulations each tracker is in track of a target over time. Figs. 7 and 8 show the evolution of RMS
position and velocity errors of each tracker over time. As before, the results for the two targets are
combined to yield 200 samples (100 simulations and 2 targets) for each tracker.
In these simulations MLPDA(MT) consistently outperforms PMHT in terms of in track percentage.
This can be attributed to the ability of MLPDA(MT) to reject “bad” track estimated through its validation
criteria. An increased track loss rate is observed for MLPDA(MT) when the targets are interacting and
JMLPDA is used to jointly estimate the target tracks.
It can also be observed that the performance of MLPDA(MT) is relatively independent of Pd in that
performance decreases approximately linearly with SNR along the same line for the two Pd values shown
in Fig. 5. In contrast, PMHT performance improves signiﬁcantly when the detector threshold is raised,
simultaneously reducing the number of clutter points and reducing target Pd. Further analysis is required
to fully quantify this effect.
When considering tracking over the full scenario, changes in the PMHT process noise power spectral
density have a signiﬁcant effect on PMHT’s ability to remain in track. Simulations were conducted
where the PMHT modeled process noise was reduced from 0.05 to 0.0125 m2/s3. With the reduced17
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Fig. 8. Evolution of RMS velocity errors over time for each tracker and target.
process noise, PMHT performance improved to the point that for each Pd considered and at low clutter
levels PMHT in track performance was superior to that of MLPDA(MT). As clutter increased, PMHT
performance degraded faster than that of MLPDA(MT) such that there was a clutter lever beyond which
MLPDA(MT) outperformed PMHT.
As a ﬁnal comment, it is re-emphasized that the strength of ML-PDA and MLPDA(MT) lies in its
ability to successfully track VLO targets. A consequence of this performance is a higher computational
complexity than most other tracking algorithms. When extended to the multitarget arena, MLPDA(MT)
will be limited in its ability to track large numbers of interacting targets. However its computational
complexity in tracking non-interfering targets does remain linear in target number.
Another situation where MLPDA(MT) may fail is in a relatively common passive sonar problem
wherein a high SNR target lies in the same (or adjacent) resolution cell as the VLO target of interest.
In this case since ML-PDA assumes at most one measurement corresponds to the target, ML-PDA will
preferentially assign the measurement to the stronger target, which has a higher Pd. In order to successfully
track the weaker target, one would need to increase the size of the ML-PDA batch to include frames
where the interaction is less. Analysis of this type of situation, including guidelines on the adaptive sizing
of the ML-PDA batch is a subject of future research.18
VII. CONCLUSIONS
While ML-PDA has been demonstrated to be an effective tracking algorithm when tracking VLO
targets, no multitarget version of ML-PDA has been reported in the literature. In this paper we ﬁrst
described several recent advances in the ML-PDA target tracking algorithm which make this tracker
feasible for implementation in real-time tracking systems.
Next, we extended the ML-PDA framework to jointly track multiple targets using JMLPDA. Incorpo-
rating both ML-PDA and JMLPDA into a multitarget tracking system yields the ML-PDA(MT) target
tracking system. Comparisons were made with the PMHT using a 2-target crossing scenario which showed
that as clutter density increased, ML-PDA performed better at maintaining track through the problem
than did PMHT.
More work remains in extending the comparison of MLPDA(MT) to PMHT (or other multitarget
algorithms) to situations commonly found in passive sonar tracking as well as to maneuvering targets.
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